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Populations of large whales have been reduced to very low numbers,

primarily by hunting. As the number of whales became smaller, they

became harder to find. In the past, whalers knew where to go to

hunt, but now scientists who study whales can find it hard to know

which areas whales use to feed, breed, or even travel through. We

now realize how important whales are for keeping oceans healthy, so

scientists are trying to learn as much as they can about large whales.

Underwater sound recordings are helping us find some of the rarest

whales in the northeast Pacific by listening for their calls. We use

underwatermicrophones, called hydrophones, set on the ocean floor

and on ocean gliders, which are small submarines, to help us learn

about where whales are, when they are there, and most importantly,

what they are doing.

WHALES HUNTED ALMOST TO EXTINCTION

Whales were once hunted for oil, meat, and many other things that
people used in everyday life. Whalers killed many whales, decreasing
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Burnham Using Sound to Find Whale Species

whale populations until many large whale species almost became
extinct. Despite the end of hunting over−30 years ago, some of
these species still only survive in small numbers. Some species are
so rare that scientists do not know how many whales there are in
the population, where they live, how they move through the oceans,
or if they have special areas to feed, breed, and raise their calves.
Some whales, like gray and humpback whales, live closer to the land
in shallower waters where the sea floor is a gentle, sandy slope away
from the coast. This area is called the continental shelf. Whales living

CONTINENTAL

SHELF

The shallow areas of
the ocean closest to
land. The ocean floor is
a gentle slope away
from the coast, with
water usually <200m
deep. The shelf comes
to an end with a steep
drop and a rapid
increase in water
depth, forming a cli�
face known as the
continental shelf break.

on the continental shelf have recovered from whaling and are fairly
easy to study. But whales, such as blue whales and fin whales are large
and live in deeper waters far from the coast, called o�shore areas. At
the end of the continental shelf is a steep drop that creates a cli� face
under water, where the water becomes very deep very quickly. This is
called the continental shelf break. It is here that the larger whales like
to live, which makes it very hard for scientists to study them.

WHALES CAN BE HARD TO FIND!

The first thing we need to know to help save whales from extinction is
howmany of each type of whale there are, andwhere they are located.
You might think it would be easy to count very large whales, but they
can be hard to find in the deep o�shore waters. Scientists also want to
know where whales might get together to be social, feed, and breed,
as these actions are very important for whales’ survival. Scientists also
want to know other things, like whether the whales have enough food,
and whether people are changing the oceans in ways that make it
harder for whales to live.

Sometimes scientists cannot look for the whales in person—it might
be hard, dangerous, or just too far. Instead, we use underwater
microphones, called hydrophones, to listen for them.Wewill describe

HYDROPHONE

An underwater
microphone used to
make recordings of the
sounds of the ocean.

how hydrophones were used to listen for whale calls in the Canadian
Pacific Ocean, o� the coast of Vancouver Island. These hydrophones
were located both on the ocean floor and on ocean gliders, which

GLIDER

A survey tool that can
be controlled by
scientists. The glider
looks a bit like a
submarine and can
move around the
ocean using batteries
for power, going up
and down in the water
as it moves.

are small submarines. One of the hydrophones on the ocean floor
was fairly close to land and the other was at the bottom of the steep
continental shelf break. The glider can be controlled from land, and
we moved it between these two hydrophones to survey for whales,
listening for their calls (Figure 1). The hydrophones on the sea floor
recorded all the time, but the glider could only record for a month
before its batteries needed replacing. We used the gliders to survey
twice, once in the spring (Figure 1, red line) and once in the winter
(Figure 1, blue line). We listened on the continental shelf in shallow
water, past the continental shelf in deep water, and in cracks in the
cli� face of the continental shelf break, called canyons. Sometimes

CANYON

A crack in the cli� face
formed by the
continental shelf break.

the small animals that whales eat get trapped in these canyon cracks
because of the way the water moves inside them, and so we thought
whales might be there to feed.
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Figure 1

Figure 1

Location of hydrophones
(stars) on the ocean
floor and glider survey
tracks from our
experiments. The
spring survey is shown
in red and the winter
shown in blue. The
continental shelf break
(black line) is shown to
indicate where shallow
coastal waters change
to deep, o�shore
waters.

We were hoping to hear blue, fin, sei, and sperm whale calls. Each
whale species makes a specific sound, which means we know which
whales we are hearing. These calls can be high or low in pitch, long

PITCH

How high or low a
sound is. For example,
when a dog whines, it is
a high pitch, when it
growls, it is a low pitch.

or short, they can go up-and-down or be flat in pitch, or they can
sound like a whistle, a moan, or a click (Figure 2). The larger whales,
like blue and fin, make long, low, moans that go down in pitch. Smaller
whales and dolphins, such as killer whales make short, higher-pitched
whistles, and humpback whalesmakemoans andwhistles that change
in pitch. Spermwhales and the other smaller toothedwhales use clicks.
Whales’ calls can also help us learn what the whales are doing. Some
calls are used more frequently when whales are traveling or mating,
and other calls tell us that they are feeding.

LOCATINGWHALES AND IDENTIFYING THEIR

ACTIVITIES

In the spring, on the first glider survey (Figure 1, red line), we heard gray
whales first, as they called to each other while traveling along the coast
of North America to their feeding areas in the Arctic. As the glider got
further away from shore, we heard humpback whales, then when the
glider went into even deeperwaters, we heardwhatwasmost likely the
feeding calls of fin and blue whale calls (Figure 2; [1]). A few faint sei
whale calls were also heard. Many sei whales were killed back when
whales were hunted, and they have not been seen very much at all
since the 1950s. From the hydrophones on the ocean floor, we heard
smaller whale species closer to the coast and larger whales in waters
past the continental shelf break (Figure 3). The deeper hydrophone on
the ocean floor also heard lots of spermwhale and dolphin clicks.
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Figure 2

Figure 2

Pictures of the sounds
that the whales were
heard making, showing
the pitch range of the
calls and how the pitch
changed during the
call. The top panel
shows humpback and
killer whale calls heard
during the surveys. The
humpback calls are in
the lower pitches (at
the bottom of the
picture) and killer whale
calls are higher in pitch,
in the mid-range. In the
lower panels, blue and
fin whale calls are
shown. These are very
low calls, lower than
those of both
humpback and killer
whales.

Figure 3

Figure 3

Ocean depths and
locations where whale
species were most
heard by the
hydrophones and the
glider during the
surveys. You can see
the gentle slope of the
continental shelf, the
sharp drop of the
continental shelf break,
and the cracks in the
shelf break that form
canyons (this drawing is
not exactly to scale).

After the excitement of the first glider survey, we prepared for our
second, this time in the winter! For this survey, we wanted to further
explore the canyon cracks of the continental shelf break (Figure 1, blue
line), because we heard lots of calls in this area in the spring. We were
curious as to whether we would hear the same whales in the winter as
in the spring. In the spring the fin, blue and spermwhale calls had been
mostly in the o�shore waters, and fin whales heard the most when
the glider was surveying in canyons. On this second survey, we heard
lots more calls. The general patterns were the same as the first survey,
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with gray and humpback whales heard when the glider was closest to
shore, and the bigger whales recorded in the deepest waters. We even
heard spermwhales hunting! When hunting, their clicks get closer and
closer, until they form a “buzz,” just before the whale catches the fish
or squid it is chasing.

Once we knewwhere we were most likely to hear each whale species,
the next step was to understand what the whales were doing when
we heard them, and if the areas o� Vancouver Island are important
to them. Calls used during feeding were heard from fin and blue
whales (Figure 2) in the spring and from sperm whales all year round.
Mating “song” calls were heard in the winter from male fin whales to
attract females [1], and travel calls were heard from gray whales as
they migrated. This means that these areas of the ocean might be very
important for whale survival.

SOUNDS FROMHYDROPHONE RECORDINGS CAN HELP

SAVEWHALES

Using recordings from hydrophones is a very good way to get
information about whales. Using these instruments, we can survey in
bad weather and in the dark, which would be very hard or impossible
if we were in a boat or plane. But there are a few things we cannot
tell just from listening to hydrophone recordings. When we hear a call,
we know there is a whale in that location, but unless we hear lots of
calls together, we do not know whether there is more than one whale.
Also, hearing lots of calls does not mean there are lots of whales, we
could just be listening to one very chatty whale! Whales might not call
as much when they are eating and they may call more when they are
trying to find other whale friends or a mate.

We heard thousands of whale calls in our experiments, and this told
us when and where whales were and, in some cases, what they were
doing, but there may be many more whales that we did not hear.
The more surveys we do, and the more we listen to the oceans,
the more we will know about whales and how they use these areas.
Protection of these areas of the oceans might help whale numbers
grow and species to survive. For example, areas that are important
to the whales could be conserved as sanctuaries or marine protected
areas or, for species closer to shore, rules about boating near whales
may reduce the disturbance caused by humans. In general, our work
and thework of other scientists can help conservationists and decision
makers establish ways to protect whales, so that they will be around
and healthy for many years to come.
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